CITY OF PASADENA
REDISTRICTING TASK FORCE
OCTOBER 23 2021 - 9:00 A.M.
CITY HALL, COUNCIL CHAMBER S249
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SPECIAL MEETING
The meeting was convened and held virtually by videoconference/teleconference
OPENING

The Chair called the special meeting of the Redistricting Task Force to
order at 9:02 a.m.

ROLL CALL:

Chair Vince Farhat
Vice Chair Rita Moreno

Member Geoffrey Baum
Member Francis Chen
Member David Coher
Member Adriana Lim
Member Patrice Marshall McKenzie

Member Margaret McAustin
Member Donald C. Nanney
Member Terry Tornek
Member Jordan Vannini

Member Delano Yarbrough

Staff:

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES

Mark Jomsky, City Clerk
Theresa Fuentes, Assistant City Attorney
Sandra Robles, Recording Secretary
It was moved by Member McKenzie, seconded by Member McAustin,
to approve the October 2, 2021 and Octobers, 2021 (Special Meetings)
minutes, as submitted:

AYES: Members Chen, Coher, Lim, McKenzie, McAustin, Nanney,
Tornek, Vannini, Yarbrough, Vice Chair Moreno,
Chair Farhat

NOES: None
ABSENT: Members Baum

ABSTAIN: None
CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING: PRESENTATION AND REVIEW
and joined the meeting at OF DRAFT MAPS AND REDISTRICTING PLANS, AND DIRECTION
9:10 a.m.
TO CONSULTANT ON THE PREPARATION OF REDISTRICTING
PLAN OR PLANS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR RECOMMENDATION
TO THE CITY COUNCIL
Member Baum arrived

Recommendation: It is recommended that the Task Force:

(1) Find that the proposed action is exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines, Section
15061(b)(3), the General Rule that CEQA only applies to projects that
may have an effect on the environment;
(2) As part of the continued public hearing of the Task Force:
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A. Receive public input on communities of interest and/or
recommendations and testimony regarding the composition of
one or more council districts; and

B. Consider presented redistricting plan or plans discussed as part
of the public hearing, and provide direction to the Redistricting
Consultant on the preparation of redistricting plan or plans to be
considered for recommendation to the City Council.
(3) Continue the public hearing to each subsequent meeting of the
Redistricting Task Force until October 30, 2021, or such other date as
the Task Force may determine, at which time the Task Force will be
asked to close the public hearing and approve a recommended
redistricting plan or plans to submit to the City Council for consideration.

Chair Farhat provided an overview of today's meeting, summarized the
Redistricting Task Force process to date, and direction to staff and
consultants. He stated that today's agenda contemplates that the final
meeting of the Task Force will be on October 30, 2021, to recommend
a redistricting plan and direct the preparation of a final report to submit
to the City Council.
Sandra Robles, Deputy City Clerk, reported that one community of
interest map, and seven letters/emails providing comments and
recommendations were received the City Clerk's Office. Included with
the correspondence are five letters in favor of the "Minimal Change Map
with 10% Deviation," one in support of "Downtown District Option B or
C," one in support of a Downtown District in general, one in support of
all three Downtown District options, and one in support of "Downtown
District Option C." All correspondence was distributed to the Task
Force, posted on-line, and made part of the public record.
Douglas Johnson, Kristen Parks, and David Ely, all representing
National Demographics Corporation (Redistricting consultants),
summarized the Minimal Change with 10% Deviation Map; with all
responding to questions.

Vice Chair Moreno expressed concerns with the vote at the October
16, 2021 Task Force meeting on the Minimal Change with 10%
Deviation Map as she believes the Task Force did not discuss every
aspect of the map.
Member Vannini expressed concerns with the "Minimal Change with
10% Deviation Map," noting that in the future, he believes there will be
significant population changes in the City. He advocated for increasing
population to Districts 1 and 5, and provided details on how the
consultants might finesse the map to equalize population numbers and
cause the least disruption to communities.
At the request of Member Baum, staff distributed, emailed and posted
the handout titled, "Pasadena Current District Demographics" with
population data based on the adjusted redistricting census data
released by the State at the end of September in order to provide a
side-by-side comparison of the 2010 and 2020 Census data.
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In response to the discussion, and to points made by consultant David
Ely, Vice Chair Moreno stated the following for the record, "I'm not
saying, and I don't think I have said, that I was looking for a district that
was a hundred percent Latino."
Member Yarbrough spoke on the need for the Task Force to look at the
patterns that have evolved in the communities. For example, the public
comment received and the response of the public from each district on
how residents have responded to critical issues (i.e. zoning) that have
come before the City Council. He also spoke on the need to develop
criteria that the Task Force will use to make a final recommendation to

the City Council.
Theresa Fuentes, Assistant City Attorney, provided information on the
Task Force's required criteria to apply to redistricting (in order of
importance): Federal Law, equal population (as much as reasonably
possible), Voting Rights Act, equal representation, State Law (Fair
Maps Act criteria), and consideration of local issues; and responded to
questions.
The following individuals provided comments/suggestions on the item:
Mitchell M. Tsai, South Pasadena resident

Dan Beal, representing West Pasadena Residents' Association
Member Vannini stated that he would like to focus on the issue of

economic discrimination and his concerns related to disruption of a

Downtown Neighborhood Association, or some of the future
development, which may increase an economic divide regarding
political representation.

Chair Farhat asked staff to distribute and post on the City's Redistricting
website the map that Mr. Ely is displaying, the "Minimal Change with
10% Deviation Map" with the Playhouse Village/Downtown District
overlaid in order for the Task Force to see where the Council Districts

are represented.
Member Lim stated that the Ad Hoc Committee of the Task Force

brought forward the "Downtown District Map Option C" as an attempt
to minimize the amount of Council representatives for that area of the
City without causing significant disruption throughout the City.
Member Vannini stated that he would like to clarify that he is not being
dismissive of a Downtown District, however, he believes the argument
for a Downtown District needs to be submitted with a coalition. The area

in question includes many communities of interests and would impact
no fewer than six neighborhood associations.
Councilmember McAustin spoke in favor of directing the consultants to
adjust the Minimal Change Map with 10% Deviation to allow the
Playhouse District to move to two council districts instead of three, and
provide with the underlying data for Task Force consideration.
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Member Nanney expressed concerns with moving the Playhouse
District out of District 7, which he believes would negatively affect the
Playhouse District's proposed map.
Member Vannini expressed concerns with moving the Playhouse
District boundaries to be represented by two council districts, which he
believes would not accomplish what the Downtown District advocates
are requesting.
Member Tornek expressed concerns with the suggested adjustment in
relation to the Playhouse District, noting that potential variations to
accomplish the stated goal (to adjust representation to two districts
instead of three) might affect Districts 2, 3, 5, and 7; and that the
compressed timeline does not allow for sufficient public review and
input to build consensus on such an adjustment.
Motion:

Following discussion, it was moved by Member McAustin, seconded by
member McKenzie, to direct the consultants to prepare a map to
minimize the division of the Playhouse District, resulting in the
consolidation of Council representation from 3 Council Districts to 2
Council Districts:

AYES: Members Baum, Coher, McKenzie, McAustin, Vice Chair
Moreno, Chair Farhat

NOES: Members Chen, Urn, Nanney, Tornek, Vannini, Yarbrough
ABSENT: None
ABSTAIN: None

(MOTION FAILS)
Member Vannini urged the Task Force to direct the consultants to shift
population into Districts 1 and 5 in anticipation of future development.
He suggested the area in District 3 above Washington Boulevard move
to District 1; and the area of Lake Avenue, Washington Boulevard,
Mentor Avenue, and Bell Street move to District 5. He stated that those

two incremental changes would effectively reduce the population
deficits in Districts 1 and 5.

Member Yarbrough stated that he is a resident of District 3 in the area
above Washington Boulevard that Member Vannini proposed for
adjustment, noted that there are historic homes in that area that
comprise and are organized as a community of interest, and also
pointed out that an incumbent resides in that area, and stated that he
would not support the proposed shift between Districts 1 and 3.
Member Vannini stated that he would like to withdraw his proposal;
however, he would still like to propose that the consultants explore the
possibility of repopulating Districts 1 and 5 and depopulate District 3,
and possibly District 2, as a way of acknowledging the changing
populations in the City and achieving a more balanced redistricting
outcome.
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Member Coher stated that he is in support of the "sprit" of Member
Vannini's proposal and suggested considering a part of the "Minimal
Change Map with 10% Deviation" and the "Minimal Change Map with
5% Deviation" focusing on the area along the 210 Freeway (east of the
210 Freeway, south of Washington Boulevard) and move to District 1.
Member McKenzie cautioned the Task Force in considering potential
population growth based on anticipated development, providing
examples of developments in the City that are currently unoccupied.
She advocated that any proposed shifts in boundary lines be based on
the current redistricting census data as adjusted by the State.
Member Tornek cautioned making adjustments to achieve numerical
equality, expressed concerns with the proposed changes suggested by
Task Force members, and stated that he believes the appropriate
method to increase population in District 1 would actually be to cross
Colorado Boulevard and move towards District 6 to capture multi-family
residences and balance population, but noted that such a change
would also come with its challenges and impacts for residents in the
area, and expressed concerns with amending the boundaries as
suggested.

Member Lim spoke on the Task Force's compressed schedule and
stated that she believes the Task Force should concentrate on fine

tuning the Minimal Change Map with 10% Deviation.
Member McAustin acknowledged the possibility of population shifts and
significant changes in the City that will likely occur in the next 10 years,
(citing discussion of such issues as the acquisition of the 710 stub,
continued shifting demographics, and new state housing law impacts),
and recommended that the Task Force include information in the Final

Report to the City Council that forecasts these changes.
Chair Farhat voiced support for Member's McAustin recommendation
and suggested to include a recommendation in the Final Report that
ahead of the next redistricting cycle, the redistricting process begin
earlier to facilitate the additional discussion in light of how redistricting
and the next Task Force might need to address these significant
changes.
Mark Jomsky, City Clerk, noted that provisions exist in the Fair Maps
Act regulations that limit map drawing until official redistricting census
data is released by the State, but that discussions on possible
approaches might be facilitated; and responded to questions.
Motion:

Following discussion, it was moved by Member McAustin, seconded by
Member Vannini, for the Task Force to include a forecast of

issues/major potential changes in the City that could affect the next
redistricting effort in the final report to the City Council, along with a
recommendation that the City Council begin the redistricting process
early to discuss future potential changes and related impacts:
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AYES: Members Baum, Chen, Coher, Lim, McKenzie, McAustin,
Nanney, Tornek, Vannini, Yarbrough, Vice Chair Moreno,
j

Chair Farhat

NOES: None
ABSENT: None
ABSTAIN: None
Member Vannini advocated for directing the consultants to suggest
amendments to the Minimal Change Map with 10% Deviation to
increase population in Districts 1 and 5 by 400 - 600 people, noting that
additional changes are necessary in order for the Task Force to
properly complete its charge.
Vice Chair Moreno recommended that if the consultants are directed to

make additional changes, that they look at the area south of the 210
Freeway and moving east to accomplish the suggested changes.
In response, David Ely, Redistricting consultant, stated that he has
completed a thorough examination of the area and possible
approaches, including his discussion and review with the Ad Hoc
Committee, noting that adding population to District 1 as described will
be equally disruptive as approaches already discussed. He suggested
that crossing Colorado Boulevard and taking population from District 6,
which includes multi-famity homes, might be one approach to consider.
Member Tornek expressed concerns with giving direction to the
consultants to amend the 10% Deviation map, noting the need for
significant public outreach and feedback on such an approach, which
given the pending deadlines would be difficult to achieve.

Vice Chair Moreno recommended the consultants consider shifting
boundaries east of Lake Avenue, south of Walnut Street, north of

Colorado Boulevard, and west of Mentor Avenue. She also spoke on
the possibility of the Task Force recommending multiple redistricting
maps for the City Council to consider.
Members Lim and Nanney echoed Member Tornek's concerns related
to providing direction to the consultants to "tinker" with the Minimal
Change Map with 10% Deviation so late in the redistricting process and
advocated to submit one redistricting map to the City Council.
Member Baum stated the following for the record: "I just want to state
for the record, since Member Tornek and others have brought it up, that
I would not support and I would actively oppose any movement of
District 1 below the 210 Freeway. I just don't think that's compatible
with the community of interests that are defined in those
neighborhoods, south of the 210 along grand and others. I would not
be in favor of such a proposal."
Member Vannini expressed concerns with moving forward with the
Minimal Change Map with 10% Deviation to the City Council without
additional maps to consider.
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Member McKenzie spoke on the importance to recommend districts
that reflect people in communities, and not just mathematics, and that
the decisions made by the Task Force will impact residents in the City
the Task Force are representing.
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Motion:

Following discussion, it was moved by Member Vannini, seconded by
Vice Chair Moreno, to direct the consultants to considering smaller
modifications to the Minimal Change Map with 10% Deviation,
specifically to provide more population in Districts 1 and 5 by about half:
AYES: Member Vannini, Vice Chair Moreno

NOES: Members Baum, Chen, Coher, Lim, McKenzie, McAustin,
Nanney, Tornek, Yarbrough, Chair Farhat
ABSENT: None
ABSTAIN: None

(MOTION FAILS)
City Clerk Jomsky informed the Task Force that he will redistribute the
Minimal Change Map with 10% Deviation, the related Demographics
Table for the 10% Deviation approach, and the Pasadena Current
District Demographics table that is based on the adjusted redistricting
census population provided by the State, as well as any
correspondence received after the posting of the agenda for today's
meeting.
Motion:

Following further discussion, it was moved by Member McAustin,
seconded by Member Lim, to continue the public hearing to, October
30,2021 at 9:00 a.m.:
AYES: Members Baum, Chen, Coher, Lim, McKenzie, McAustin,
Nanney, Tornek, Vannini, Yarbrough, Vice Chair Moreno,
Chair Farhat

NOES: None
ABSENT;, None
ABSTAIN: 'Nope
ADJOURNMENT:

)n the order ofth^Chair, the special meeting of the Redistricting Task
:orce was adjourned at 12:32 p.m.

VUMCE F>^fAT, Chair
RediSfiTTc'ting Task Force
T^TEST:

J^>
Sa^idra 9. Robles
ordi 1g Secretary
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